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Callippus (about 370-300 b.c.) tried to make the system of concentric spheres suit the phenomena more exactly by adding other spheres; he left the number of the spheres at four in the case of Jupiter and Saturn, but added one each to the other planets and two each in the case of the sun and moon (making five in all). This would substitute for the hippopede a still more complicated elongated figure, and the matter is not one to be followed out here. Aristotle modified the system in a mechanical sense by introducing between each planet and the one below it reacting spheres one less in number than those acting on the former planet, and with motions equal and opposite to each of them, except the outermost, respectively ; by neutralizing the motions of all except the outermost sphere acting on any planet he wished to enable that outermost to be the outermost acting on the planet below, so that the spheres became one connected system, each being in actual contact with the one below and acting on it, whereas with Eudoxus and Callippus the spheres acting on each planet formed a separate set independent of the others. Aristotle's modification was not an improvement, and has no mathematical interest.
The works of atustotle are of the greatest importance to the history of mathematics and particularly of the Elements. His date (384-322/1) comes just before that of Euclid, so that from the differences between his statement of things corresponding to what we find in Euclid and Euclid's own we can draw a fair inference as to the innovations which were due to Euclid himself. Aristotle was no doubt a competent mathematician, though he does not seem to have specialized in mathematics, and fortunately for us he was fond of mathematical illustrations. His allusions to particular definitions, propositions, &c., in geometry are in such a form as to suggest that his pupils must have had at hand some text-book where they could find the things he mentions. The particular textbook then in use would presumably be that which was trhe immediate predecessor of Euclid's, namely the Elements of Theudius; for Theudius is the latest of pre-Euclidean geometers whom the summary of Proclus mentions as a compiler of Elements.1
1 Proclus on Eucl. I, p. 67. 12-16.

